Data Reconciliation
a glance
A mathematical elaboration known as “data reconciliation” is applicable by modelling process components to
draw an energy and mass balance, aiming to best estimate the real parameters value for optimization
purposes (e.g. Steam Flow, Steam Pressure, Fuel Flow, Steam to Fuel Ratio, Stack Temperature, % O2 in Flue
gas, Feed Water Temp, Blowdown TDS). Validated KPIs and dashboards will guide operators to take action.

Key benefits
The Process Data
Reconciliation aims to pin
down the issues causing
contingent or permanent
performance reduction in
order to increase and
maintain efficiency.
In addition, the reconciliation
approach allows to calculate
the not measured flows.
Benefits of applying this
technique include:
Real value estimation
of important
parameters
Unexpected events
and process
deviations
management, like a
high heath-rate for
loss of energy

Data Reconciliation is a mathematical model used to obtain a balance in the
processes handling continuous materials flows (e.g. energy production,
energy distribution, water treatments and chemical plants).
When measured data do not satisfy the balance equations - because of
measurements errors - it is possible to adjust the measured data to obey
the balance constraints. The adjustment of measured values through
methods, using statistical theory of errors, is called reconciliation.
The application of reconciliation results in reducing the measurement errors
or in individuating where the process is poorly represented (because of an
unexpected loss, for example). This approach is beneficial because
measurements are often affected by faults: instrument tolerance error, lack
of calibration or actually measuring something else.
So, if we imagine to measure
a quantity twice, once with
one meter that has an
uncertainty m1 and a second
time with a second meter
that has an uncertainty m2,
we would obtain two
different values one more
reliable than the other. So we
could estimate a third value
taking into consideration all
the information we have.

Trustable KPIs and
actionable information
to achieve optimum
performance
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Data Reconciliation
Core functionalities
The optimization model will
be obtained by modelling
the process in order to
faithfully represent the mass
and energy balance and the
losses that we are
interested to highlight.

As an example, let’s pick the following model for the integrated MassHeat Balance:

The model will be entirely
implemented on PI AF
environment and it will
benefit of standard OSIsoft
functions.
The approach is to derive
information from sensor
data, by using a proprietary
library performing nonlinear data reconciliation
and integrating
thermodynamics
computation.

The balance is expressed by a set of non-linear equations (in the picture
above the non-linear relationship among variables has been circled in red).
The solution involves the following steps:
Computation of mixture enthalpies starting from measured compositions
Estimation of the expected loss (if any estimation is available)

Features
The required computations
are included in the AF
model so that they can be
easy to read data from PI
(or other sources) or, if
necessary, to modify them
manually.

Solving the non-linear equations set and therefore obtaining the
reconciled enthalpies and masses (therefore obtaining energy flows like,
for example, heat losses).

The implemented model
will calculate a set of KPIs
and results to monitor loss
and efficiency of the assets
considered.
Web pages and a
dashboard will be
implemented to represent
the process model.
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